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Outline

• The Manifold of MPS:

– Geometric properties and Classification of phases of matter

– The tangent plane:

• Time Dependent Variational Principle

• Excitations

• Scattering theory

• The manifold of PEPS:

– Symmetries and SPT/SET/topological phases

– The tangent plane:

• Magnons

• Anyons and the Ocneanu tube algebra

• Overall goal: how much of the particle picture survive in interacting systems?



Tensor Networks

Computational aspects:

• MPS

• PEPS

• MERA

Conceptual aspects: the shadow world

• Area laws and the corner of Hilbert space: 
the manifold of ground states of local 
Hamiltonians

• Modelling the entanglement degrees of 
freedom: symmetries

• Symmetry fractionalization, 
classification of SPT phases

• Topologically ordered matter: 
holographic Landau type order 
parameters

Vidal, Evenbly

Marien ‘16

Vanderstraeten ‘15



1D systems: matrix product states



1D systems: matrix product states

• MPS form a representation of the manifold of all states in 1D satisfying an 
AREA law

• Ground states of quantum spin chains satisfy such an area law:

– Entropy of the reduced density matrix of a halve infinite chain is finite 
(gapped) or exponentially smaller than number of spins (critical)

– Hence MPS parameterize the corner in Hilbert space representing all 
ground states of gapped spin chains 

• This means that the MPS formalism allows for an exponential compression 
of ground states in terms of 1 simple tensor (uniform MPS or uMPS) 

=

FV, Cirac ‘05, Hastings ‘07



• Instead of working in the exponentially large Hilbert space, we do the physics 
on the low-dimensional manifold of MPS

– We get effective nonlinear differential equation

– DMRG, TEBD, TDVP, iPEPS…:  variations on how to split this differential 
equation in terms of different Trotter steps

– Tangent planes: effective Hamiltonians and elementary excitations

Haegeman et al. ‘10



Manifold of MPS

• For simplicity, we will only consider translational invariant MPS

• There is a clear redundancy in the MPS parameterization

• Due to the parameter this “gauge” redundancy in the matrix product state 
representation, matrix product states have the mathematical structure of 
a (principal) fiber bundle, giving rise to a so-called Kahler manifold

– Both symplectic (with Poisson brackets!) and Riemannian; hence TDVP 
conserves energy and all local observables



Fundamental theorem of MPS

• Two injective uniform matrix product states are equal to each other if and 
only if their tensors are related by a gauge transform 

• Forms the basis for classifying phases of matter using tensor networks 
(including SPT in 1 and 2D, topological order, …): study how symmetries 
act in the shadow world

• Holds the key in understanding how excitations transform (e.g. spinons)

Perez-Garcia, FV, Wolf, Cirac ’07
Cirac, Perez-Garcia, Schuch, FV ‘16
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How are symmetries of the original theory reflected  on 
the tensors?

• Let’s look at the AKLT model:

• Punchline: Vg forms a projective representation: 

• Classification of projective representations leads to classification of 1-D 
symmetry protected phases but also reflection, time reversal

• Immediate consequence: degeneracy of entanglement spectrum:

Ug

= Vg V-1
g

Ug

Pollmann, Turner, Berg, Oshikawa ’10

Chen, Gu, Wen ‘11; Schuch, Perez-Garcia, Cirac ’11



Graded MPS: Majorana modes

• In case of 1D fermionic systems: Z2 graded tensor product

– Leads to 2 different classes of “irreducible” MPS, namely the ones carrying 
even and odd parity (2 types of simple Z2 graded algebras):

– The second type represents Majorana physics, and corresponds to “cat” states 
protected by superselection rules  

– Combined with time-reversal: yields Z8 classification of Kitaev and Fidkowski

Bultinck, Williamson, FV  ’16



Elementary excitations in 1D: post-MPS methods

• The tangent plane on the manifold around the ground state on the system 
defines a linear subspace of interest; we can project the many body 
Hamiltonian on that subspace, and get an effective Hamiltonian of 
dimension  (d-1)D2 . This allows to extract dispersion relations to an 
unreasonable accuracy



Spin 1 Heisenberg model:



“Locality” of excitations for isolated branches

• Essential idea of the proof: Lieb Robinson bounds à la Hastings

– Start with a local operator that has some (arbitrarily small) overlap 
with an exact momentum eigenstate in an isolated branch: 

– apply an energy filter on this “excitation” which removes the higher 
energy contributions

…

Haegeman et al. ‘13



•

• If there is symmetry breaking, then the elementary excitations will be “domain walls”: 
topologically nontrivial excitations (cfr. Solitons in Mandelstam ansatz or eg. Jordan-
Wigner) where the operators u transform one vacuum in the other one

– Although topologically nontrivial, this is still “local” : the only relevant information 
is at the end point; what happens is of course that those excitations always come in 
pairs (cfr. spinons in Heisenberg antiferromagnet)

Topological nontrivial excitations

Haegeman et al. ‘13



What is the spin of a spin wave?

• Spinon:

Transforms according to half-integer!

Singlets (Wigner 3j-symbols)

Zauner-Stauber et al., “On the nature of holons and spinons”, PRB ‘18



Spin 1 XXZ



Spin Density Wave:
Cfr. integrable Hubbard

Charge Density Wave: 
Plenty of new bound states

U=10; phase transition around V=5.13



Bound state excitations in dimerized Heisenberg chain



Ising spin chain with long range interactions

Dispersion relations for different 
power law decay and compared 
with spin wave theory

Gap of topological trivial vs. 
topological nontrivial as a function 
of power of interactions; this has a 
large effect on cusps in Loschmidt
echo’s (dynamical phase 
transitions)

Vanderstraeten et al. ‘18



Continuous MPS

• The scaling is chosen such as to guarantee a finite density

• We can explicitely take the limit epsilon -> 0:

– The variational parameters are the matrix fields Q(x),Rα(x) and B



Excitations with cMPS: case of Lieb-Liniger

• Crucial in ansatz: as opposed to Lieb type 2 excitations which are 2-
particle excitations, our hole excitations are truly elementary excitations

– they are hence topologically nontrivial: use -R left of excitation, +R 
right of it

• Works extremely well for extracting Luttinger parameters

Draxler et al., PRL ‘13



Excitations with cMPS: case of Lieb-Liniger

• Total particle number in excitation: 

– for small gamma, the excitations are dark solitons (cfr. G. E. Astrakharchik
and L. P. Pitaevskii, arXiv:1210.8337) 

– For large gamma, excitations are just 1-particle as in Tonks Girardeau case

• Hence for small interactions our quasi-particles are different to the ones 
obtained in Bethe ansatz (but same energy): they are localized

Draxler et al., PRL ‘13



LL with a pairing term

• Pairing term opens a gap; elementary excitation is still topologically nontrivial

– But instead of scattering states as in LL case, first topological trivial state is 
a bound state of two such solitons
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Scattering of elementary excitations

• How do those elementary excitations interact with each other?

– Can we construct an effective Hamiltonian describing those 
interactions such that we can do many body physics with them?

• Natural MPS ansatz for scattering:

Vanderstraeten et al., PRL ‘14



Scattering of excitations

• Asymptotically, they form 2 independent wave packets

• S-matrix when multiple components :

– Conservation of probability:

Vanderstraeten et al. ‘15



MPS Implementation



• Example: scattering of magnons in the spin 1 Heisenberg model



Two-particle contribution to the spectral functions

• We plug in a (partial) resolution of the identity in terms of scattering states, 
and can obtain this spectral function in that basis

– Almost all weight of the spectral function is in the 2-particle sector: Sum 
rule yields 0 .987



Building effective theories
• Given the one particle excitation energies and the S-matrix, we can use this 

as an input for constructing a many body theory of the excitations (finite 
density of excitations)

– Just plug in into approximate Bethe ansatz equations

– Similarly: yields an alternative approach of doing  finite T simulations, 
checking how integrability breaks down when perturbing, …

Heisenberg spin 
1 model with 
magnetic field
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2D lattice systems: PEPS

• Full state parameterized by 1 tensor:

• All states on the manifold of PEPS satisfy area law

– 2-D analogue of DMRG by evolving on that manifold  

(FV & Cirac ‘04, Jordan et al. ’08, Orus et al. ‘09, Xiang et al. 10’, 

Corboz et al. ’09-’16, Vanderstraeten et al. ’15, …) 

– Any finite-T Gibbs state of a local gapped H can be approximated by PEPS

(Hastings ‘08; Molnar,  Schuch, FV, Cirac ‘15)
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2D lattice systems: PEPS

• Full state parameterized by 1 tensor:

• Manifold of PEPS is much richer than of MPS: we don’t have to impose 
symmetries to get adiabatically disconnected parts: topological quantum 
order

i

α β

γ

δ
Ai

αβγδ



Magnons in PEPS

• Example: Ising in transverse magnetic field

Vanderstraeten et al. ‘18



Magnons in spin ½ 2D Heisenberg model

Vanderstraeten et al., in preparation



Quantum channels in PEPS 

• Forming quantum channels allows for stable optimization algorithms, for 
calculating energy variance, and for excitations

Vanderstraeten et al., ‘17



Anyons anyone?

• Topological nontrivial excitations in 2D: anyons

• How can we understand this in terms of tensor networks?

– Those objects will be nontrivial in the “shadow” world, and will exactly 
correspond to spinon-like objects for the corresponding entanglement 
and/or edge Hamiltonians

– To understand this structure, we have to study symmetries of PEPS 



Symmetries in PEPS

• Not good enough: the Vg’s do not have to form a representation
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Symmetries in PEPS

• Not good enough: the Vg’s do not have to form a representation

• Correct way: pulling through of matrix product operators which form 
representation of group:
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Williamson et al. ‘16



• MPOs form representation of the group:

• Fundamental theorem of MPS: zipper condition

• Associativity leads to existence of F-symbols which satisfy the 3-cocycle condition

• MPO representation of a group are equivalent to Chen, Gu, Liu and Wen’s 
classification of SPT phases in terms of 

λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ

μ μ μ μ μ μ μ μ μ μ μ μ μ μ μ

= λμ λμ λμ λμ λμ λμ λμ λμ λμ λμ λμ λμ λμ λμ λμ

λ

μ
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• Nontrivial SPT phases are represented by PEPS with a nontrivial MPO 
symmetry

– If the 3-cocycle is nontrivial, then this symmetry is represented in a  
NONLOCAL way on the entanglement degrees of freedom, and hence 
also on the edge

• Xie Chen’s theorem (X. Chen ’11):

– A local  1D Hamiltonian with a discrete MPO symmetry corresponding 
to a nontrivial 3-cocycle must be either gapless or symmetry broken

• Argument goes by proving that an injective MPS cannot exhibit a 
nontrivial MPO symmetry

– Discrete analogue of gaplessness of WZW model

• Consequence: the entanglement Hamiltonian and edge of an SPT PEPS will 
be gapless !



Example: Z2 SPT phase

• CZX model (Chen et al.) is the ground state of a frustration free model, 
hence  the entanglement spectrum is bimodal.

• We considered a PEPS wich is a perturbutation of that model such that 
symmetries are preserved, but with a correlation length and hence 
dynamics, and calculate its entanglement spectrum

– Numerics indicate that the entanglement Hamiltonian is indeed 
described by a CFT (compactified boson c=1,R=2)

Bultinck, Vanhove, Haegeman, FV, PRL ‘18



Grading the MPO algebra: topological phases

• Just as in case of MPS, we can relax the requirement of injectivity, and 
define the group elements as sums of injective (irreducible) MPOs

• Example:

– Suppose I can find set of MPOs satisfying

– Then we can form a graded MPO algebra of Z2 by defining

• Consistency (associativity) conditions of those sets of MPOs leads to the 
concept of graded tensor fusion categories and symmetry enhanced 
topological order (SET)

Barkeshli, Bonderson, Cheng, Wang ‘14
Williamson, Bultinck, FV ‘17



• Bare topological phases are obtained by having just 1 group element:

• The point is now that the theory of PEPS imposes that all          have to satisfy 
the pulling through equation without an action on the physical level

• This immediately implies a topological correction to the area law for the 
entanglement entropy:  

=

(Kitaev, Preskill ‘06; Levin Wen ’06)



Consistency conditions for general MPO’s:

1. Sum of all MPOs is a projector so P2=P                                                                             
If we bring P into normal form,                                 we get

2. The fundamental theorem of MPS now tells us that P2 must have the 
same blocks as P, hence there must exist a gauge transform X s.t.

=

and

Bultinck et al. ‘17



3. We require the projector to be hermitean, so we know that for every 
block a there exists another block a* such that the corresponding MPO-
tensors are related by a gauge transform:

– If a=a*, this leads to the restriction that                                   whose 
sign cannot be changed: discrete invariant which turns out to be 
equal to the Frobenius-Schur indicator   



4.     Associativity + injectivity leads to F-symbols:

Note: the more precise notation involves arrows and switching the arrows 
involves the Schur-Frobenius indicator



5.    To bring formalism into the realm of unitary tensor fusion categories, we 
add three conditions:

1. Unitarity of fusion tensors:              are isometries 

2. Zipper condition (MPS slang: no trash vectors):

3. Pivotal structure:



6.    Two different ways of fusion leads to pentagon equation:

Hence  MPO algebras are classified by the triple 



7. Just as in the case of the Yang Baxter equation in Bethe ansatz, we can 
now construct a “fundamental representation” in terms of those F-
symbols: all equations written out are satisfied by choosing all tensors in 
terms of F

Conclusion: Topological order is completely characterized by the LOCAL 
symmetries of the entanglement degrees of freedom



Topological sectors in PEPS

• Ground state degeneracy depends on genus: different ground states 
obtained by putting MPOs on nontrivial loops (acting purely on the 
entanglement degrees of freedom)

• All topological sectors can be obtained by considering an extended MPO 
algebra (“output” category = Drinfeld Center) with 2 extra fusion tensors:

Bultinck, Marien, Sahinoglu, Williamson, Haegeman, FV ‘17



Same object which determines all ground states determines the topological 
sectors for the anyons in the theory:



• This “anyon” tensor has 5 indices in and 5 out: 

– defines a C* algebra  (similar to Ocneanu’s “tube algebra”) which 
contains all the content of the output tensor category

– Anyons should be locally distinguishable by their charge. So we define 
them as central idempotents of this algebra:



Example: Ising case

Those idempotents define the topological sectors in the Ising CFT 

Bultinck et al. ‘17



Topological / Conformal Spin:

= 

Ising CFT:



Fusion:

• Fusion rules of output category can readily be obtained from the idempotents



Braiding

• The braiding matrix R is itself determined by the central idempotent 
(argument by “teleportation”)

• Out of this, we can immediately calculate the relevant S and T matrices, …



Topological Quantum Computation in the shadow world

Braiding 
tensor is F-
symbol

a

b

c

a’

Controlled-Controlled-U gate

a

b

c

a’

Freedman, Kitaev, Wang, …

We can identify a tensor product structure of logical qubits with the 
entanglement (virtual) degrees of freedom; e.g. Fibonacci string net



Topological entanglement entropy:

• Rank of projector on a topological sector:

– Relates to Affleck-Ludwig entropy for boundary CFTs

Ludwig, Katsura, Qi



Shadows of anyons

• Topological phase transitions manifest themselves as usual symmetry breaking 
phase transitions on the virtual degrees of freedom: anyons get reflected as 
domain wall excitations of the transfer matrix

• E.g. toric code: transfer matrix has Z2xZ2 symmetry

– Only 2 fixed points of transfer matrix:

• Breaking of  Z2xZ2 -> Z2  :

• 2 fixed points related to each other by applying a string to the bra or ket

Haegeman, Zauner, Schuch, FV ‘15



Symmetry breaking structure of transfer matrix

• In topological phase, wavefunction with an anyon and string attached to it 
must have nonvanishing expectation value



Fractional momenta of excitations of transfer matrix:



Topological Phase Transitions

• There are 2 ways of getting a topological phase transition

1. Break Z2xZ2 -> 1 : condensation of excitations (string becomes 
invisible)

2. Restore full Z2xZ2 symmetry: confinement of anyons!

• Condensation rules coming out of tensor networks can be proven to be 
compatible with the ones in tensor category (Bais and Slingerland):

Haegeman, Zauner, Schuch, FV ’15
Duivenvoorden, Iqbal, Haegeman, FV, Schuch ‘17 



Phase diagram of Z2 gauge theory / toric code in 
magnetic field

Higgs and confined phase are smoothly connected: Fradkin, Shenker ‘79



Blue: top. Trivial (no string)
Red: top. Nontrivial (string)
+ : equal charge in bra and ket
o : unequal charge in bra and ket

c,d: charge condensed phase
4-fold degenerate fixed point

g,f: flux condensed phase
unique fixed point 



Anyon condensation in Fibonacci string nets

Marien, Fendley, Haegeman, FV ‘17



Bridging perturbative expansions using tensor networks

• Tensor networks can readily be constructed which interpolate between 
two different perturbative expansions 

– e.g. Ising paramagnetic and Ising ferromagnetic

– Toric code with magnetic field: two sides of transition

• Lifting perturbative parameters to variational parameters allows to go 
through phase transition

Vanderstraeten, Marien, Schuch, FV PRL ‘17



Strange correlators

• We have already seen that entanglement Hamiltonians (or edge physics) 
of (perturbed) topological phases gives rise to CFTs

– Is there a more direct way of making this connection?

– We have fusion rules, topological spins, topological sectors, … for the  
emerging anyons; how to map this to the corresponding data in CFTs? 

– Can we make mapping from 3D TQFT to 2D CFT explicit in terms of 
tensor networks?

• YZ You, Z Bi, A Rasmussen, K Slagle, Cenke Xu ‘14 (see also T Scaffidi, Z 
Ringel ’16)  introduced a concept which allows for such a mapping: the 
strange correlator

– Their motivation: detection of SPT phases

– Construction: take overlap of a nontrivial SPT phase with a product 
state with the same symmetry



Strange Correlators

• The overlap between the SPT wavefunction and the product state with the 
same symmetry yields a partition function of a “classical” spin system

• The corresponding transfer matrix inherits all MPO symmetries of the SPT 
phase, hence Chen’s theorem implies that this partition function will be 
either gapless or symmetry breaking for nontrivial SPTs

– As those are the 2 only possibilities, the critical phase will not have to 
be fine-tuned! 

– You also do not have to know the MPOs; their existence is enough



• Example: eigenvalues of transfer matrix of perturbed CZX model: free 
boson (c=1, R=         ) with periodic and twisted boundary conditions

• Defect line represents a semion topological defect

• Equivalent to                  Wess-Zumino-Witten model; Z2 symmetry action is 
equivalent to exchanging g <-> -g  which is anomalous 



• By taking overlap between PEPS with nontrivial MPO symmetry and a 
trivial product state, we hence get the partition function of a CFT

– All conformal boundary conditions can readily be implemented by 
putting MPO strings on the original PEPS, and particularly the 
components of the tube algebra -> has apparently never been done in 
CFT literature 

– The different topological sectors correspond to the different heighest
weight vectors in the CFT towers  

• This PEPS strange correlator construction seems to be an explicit 
representation forthe theory of Fuchs, Runkel and Schweigert in which 
they describe CFTs using TQFT data

• It is also related to the recent work of Aasen, Mong and Fendley (‘16), 
where conformal sectors in classical spin systems where constructed using 
concepts of tensor fusion category 



Example: from Fibonacci string net to critical hard 
hexagons



Classical Ising model from SET

• Partition function of classical Ising can exactly be written as a strange correlator 
of the Ising SET, including all defects (duality defects)

– The product state by the requirement of the Z2 symmetry

– By including MPOs, we can realize all 9 topological/conformal sectors

– All information about scaling exponents, primary fields, etc. is encoded 
algebraically in the MPO tube-algebras



• All characters of the CFT can now be expressed as a linear combination of the 
ones of the idempotents; Dehn twists etc give rise to transformation 
properties of those charactrers (Verlinde S matrix, T-matrix, …)



Conclusion

• Post-MPS methods give an intuitive picture of quasi-particle eigenstates

– allow to determine dispersion relations and Luttinger parameters to 
unprecedented precision

– We can build effective theories and determine S-matrices 

– MPS methods provide direct access to spinons/domain wall/ 
topological nontrivial excitations and to bound states of them

• In 2D, excitations are most generally described by anyons

– Framework of tensor fusion categories emerges naturally from study 
of anyons in PEPS, and matrix product operator algebras can be seen 
as representation theory of it

– Topological spin, Braiding, fusion etc. follow from MPO algebras

– Topological phase transitions can be understood as Landau type 
symmetry breaking phase transitions on the virtual level

– Strange correlators: link TQFT to CFT


